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KAZUHIRO TAKEUCHI

Notes on the Decree of the Marathonian Tetrapolis (I.Rhamnous 402)
The honorific decree of the Marathonian Tetrapolis I.Rhamnous 402, dating to the second half of the
fourth century, was found in the fortress at Rhamnous in 1998; the editio princeps was published just
recently in 2020 by Vasileios Petrakos.1 While this decree raises a cultural and topographical issue of
locating the deme Dionysia and theatre in Marathon,2 one should pay attention first to the text itself.
Although I have not seen the stone, I find there is still room to make minor amendments to the text and
discuss several key phrases and prosopography of the honorand.
I begin with the motivation clause in lines 5-10. The text is that of I.Rhamnous 402:
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6-8 One of the reasons the Tetrapoleis honoured their archon Charidemos of Probalinthos (see

below) is because he sacrificed all the victims to the gods and the heroes ! | . # .
/ . + . | . . The use of such a phrase setting both days and times
is unparalleled, but it might conceivably appear after the closely parallel preceding phrase at SEG 63,
105.1-2 (Ikarion, ca. 350-300) [T.]:3   & ) "  
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The adjective /  has the meaning ‘stated, specified, covenanted’ (LSJ9 s.v. under I 1), sometimes
modifying the noun #, cf. Thuc. 6.29.3: ! 
Dem. 21.297: " 
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The lexicographical lemma in Hesych.  275 s.v. /  indicates the usage of the phrase in relation to
I would like to thank Dr. Angelos P. Matthaiou for critically reading a draft of this article. I am also grateful to Prof.
Peter Wilson for his helpful comments. This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Numbers 19K23112,
21J01729.
1. V. Ch. Petrakos, ) + ,
,, VI. ( &  $, *  #   , *  % , (
 %, Athens 2020, 16-18, no. 402. On his preliminary reports, see '  45 (1998) [1999] 14-15; 
153 (1998) [2000] 25-26 (SEG 48, 129); cf. S. D. Lambert, Notes on Inscriptions of the Marathonian Tetrapolis,
AIO Papers 1 (2014) 8-9, no. 4 (SEG 64, 104).
2. I explore this issue more fully elsewhere, due to be published shortly. See most recently E. Csapo and P.
Wilson, A Social and Economic History of the Theatre to 300 BC, II: Theatre beyond Athens: Documents with
Translation and Commentary, Cambridge 2020, 192-194.
3. Readings that I have confirmed on stone are designated by the symbol [T.] (=Takeuchi). I thank Prof. Wilson
for his comments on this source.
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sacrifice: 4 0  +   9 9 ,    . Epigraphically, such an
expression occurs only in the sacrificial calendar of Athens in 403/2, though used in a negative sense.
The rubric ( < 4 :8 ‘from those on an unspecified day’ (SEG 52, 48, F1A, col. 3, 24)
specified the source of authority for the items listed.4
In addition, one of the meanings of the verb  ! is ‘befitting, proper, meet’ (LSJ9 s.v. under
III 2), similarly qualifying the noun " in connection with sacrifice, e.g. Theopompos, BNJ 115 F
344 (ap. Porph. Abst. 2.16): 7 3 
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The sacrifices taking place ‘on the specified days and the appropriate times’ appear to reflect the
provision made in the sacrificial calendar of the Marathonian Tetrapolis itself (SEG 50, 168),5 which can
be dated to ca. 375-350.
8-10 The phrase < &! | 1 7 (  does not make sense as it is. In general, the

verb (   takes a genitive object, when meaning ‘take care of, have charge or management of’
(LSJ9 s.v. under 1), cf. IG II2 1205.3-7 (Epikephisia, fin. s. IV a.) [T.]: (4 -
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SEG 43, 26.A5-7 (Acharnai, 315/4) [T.]:  6 <  ! (   |<  6  !
2 ;    ,| .
Though the text is inscribed non-stoichedon with lines including 31 or 32 letters, line 8 has only 30
letters and, based on Petrakos’ printed photo (on page 17), seems to leave one or two-letter spaces after
the nu of &!. In particular, a few letters at the left and right ends are now abraded (cf. the right ends
of lines 3, 6, 10, etc.), but the left half of the top horizontal of a letter, most likely tau, seems to remain
visible at the right end of line 8.
The same is true of the second omicron of 7 in line 9. Given that the bottom of the letter is
worn, one cannot rule out the genitive plural >. The plural neuter noun 2 

has the

meaning ‘public affairs’ (LSJ s.v. " under II 3), which the verb (   often takes as an
9

object together with the noun 

in Attic inscriptions of subgroups, cf. IG II2 1203.4-6 (Athmonon,

325/4) [T.]:  <  6  ! < |< (    6 < |<; IG II2
1204.3-7 (Lamptrai, fin. s. IV a.) [T.]: (4 =| "" (| , 2    6 |
2 2 1  |

.< ( <  !; IG II2 1259.1-5 (the histiatores, 313/2): (4 -

- []| - (6   &  '[|]8    6 [][][]<
[| ]?  <  6  ! ([ ]|  < [ ][]<[]  [6] <
<[]; IG II2 1262.3-7 (the thiasotai, 301/0): [(4 - (] 6  <  6
[ |!] (   <  [<| ] 6 < &! % ! < [|<].
Therefore, I suggest the following amendment:  6 < &! |< > (   <
 6  !| ‘and he took care beautifully and justly of the other common concerns’.
I now turn to the proposals in lines 10-14. I reproduce the text of I.Rhamnous 402:
4. See S. D. Lambert, The Sacrificial Calendar of Athens, ABSA 97 (2002) 356-357 with n. 22; cf. De C. Fales,
The Translation of the Rubric    , Hesperia 28 (1959) 165-167; J. Triantaphyllopoulos, Une
inscription d’Athènes et Aristote, REG 95 (1982) 291-296.
5. S. D. Lambert, The Sacrificial Calendar of the Marathonian Tetrapolis: A Revised Text, ZPE 130 (2000) 4370.
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11 The proposer of the decree Kephisokles son of Kephisokleides of Probalinthos (named in lines 2-

3) is otherwise unknown. But I should point out that the honorand Charidemos of Probalinthos or his
homonymous father Charidemos may be identical with the Charidemos (PAA 982560) of Probalinthos
(or Prospalta), who appears as a father not only of the guarantor [  ]     |[  
 . 7   ] but of the lessee [    . 10     .]<>    5[|    . 10     .] in the same
leasing document, dating by letter forms to ca. 338-326 (Agora  L9.30-31 and 35-36 respectively).6
This date is possibly consistent with that of the Tetrapolis decree.
If, as Papazarkadas suggests,7 the divine owner in line 1 of Agora  L9 can be restored as
[%!  %]4 6, i.e. Apollo Apotropaios, who was of great significance in the
Tetrapolis (cf. SEG 50, 168, A, col. 1, 26), the location of the properties listed in Agora XIX L9.23-60
would be identified as Northeastern Attica. This may imply that Charidemos belonged to the deme
Probalinthos rather than Prospalta, located at Mesogeia.
As has been suggested by Lambert,8 Euboulos (PAA 428228), who appears as the Tetrapolis archon
in their calendar of sacrifices, might likely be identical with Euboulos (PAA 428495) of Probalinthos,
the prominent politician of the mid-fourth century. Petrakos regards the Tetrapolis archon Charidemos
as successor of Euboulos.9 If the identification presented above is correct, Charidemos’ archonship
might not follow immediately after that of Euboulos.
13-14 As is evident from the photograph, the definite article / does not appear on the stone.

Therefore, I suggest a corrected text of the phrase: # 0 ( 
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    ‘for his excellence and justice towards the people of the Tetrapolis’. See the same
phrase in the proclamation clause (later lines 17-19): # 0 | ( 
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6. See M. B. Walbank, Leases of Sacred Properties in Attica Part II, Hesperia 52 (1983) 187; N. Papazarkadas,
Sacred and Public Land in Ancient Athens, Oxford 2011, 318, no. 93, 321-322; Isabelle Pernin, Les baux ruraux en
Grèce ancienne: corpus épigraphique et étude, Lyon 2014, 48-52, no. 5.
7. Papazarkadas 2011, 29-30, n. 64; cf. Walbank 1983, 184-185.
8. Lambert 2000, 67-69; cf. SEG 50, 168, A, col. 2, 39-40 [T.]: 
. (  ' "    ,
+  3 $[]|    1 ‘These are sacrificed every other year, after the archonship of
Euboulos for the people of the Tetrapolis’.
9. Petrakos 2020, 18.
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